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The fifth edition of Delmar's Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) Test Preparation Manual for the

A7 HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING certification exam contains an abundance of content

designed to help you successfully pass your ASE exam. This manual will ensure that you not only

understand the task list and therefore the content your actual certification exam will be based upon,

but also provides descriptions of the various types of questions on a typical ASE exam, as well as

presents valuable test taking strategies enabling you to be fully prepared and confident on test day.
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Look no further, If you commit to this and REALLY study it, you WILL be prepared for this ASE test.

The questions in here are not the same as on the test, BUT they are written like ASE questions, and

the study material in this book, will preprae you for the test. DOn't get me wrong, if you know

nothing about HVAC, this book will probably not be your salvation. BUT if you already do this type of

work and have a decent understanding of AC, this book will probably give you the edge to pass the

test. Assuming, you Really read it, study it, and understand what you are reading.Passing an ASE

test is more about understanding the way these systems work, not memorization. If you don't

understand the principles of sutomotive systems, you will never pass an ASE test.



I've had 5 years of automotive experience and thought I had a basic understanding of heating and

A/C fundamentals and I was correct in the aspect of it being basic. Living in upstate NY a/c

problems generally only come in half the year and it's typically a inject dye and replace line or

replace obvious faulty part. Many other well informed tech I know have mentioned that this was one

of their struggles for ASEs and I think the reason may be which I just explained, diagnosis around

here is relatively simple and quick.Besides all that I certainly could not have passed without this

book, as long as you absorb all the explanations it will help you immensely, first times I took the

practice tests I did horrible, after a few retries and studying for about 2 weeks I ended up taking my

ASE and passed with a 40/50.Like mentioned before I know several techs that are far more

experienced than myself and they all told me that A7 took them several times to pass.Only reason

I'm giving a 4/5 is compared to the other Delmar-Cengage books I've used, this one seemed to

have the most amount of typos and poor editing points.

Found a good bit of errors in the answer key. For example master answer key says answer is A

then when you go to the section that gives explanation the answer is C. Information in the book is

good but if you do not know anything about the subject it will seem short and vague.

Has a lot of good information but I found answers in the answer keys that did not match the ones in

the explanation. Was not very happy when I found that in one test according to the answer key I

missed 5 questions that where actually correct when I went to the explanation. Also a few of the

questions for the practice tests had the explanation question in them. So the correct answer was

already marked. Not sure if all the books are like this but mine had numerous issues. I have one

now for the a8 test, hopefully it is better

I like the Delmar ASE test prep series books because of so many test prep questions in the book.

Less theory and more test questions.I need to get in to the rhythm of the ASE tests and these help

every time. I am A1-A9, L1,L2,X1 certified. So yes, they helped me pass all of the tests. Thank you

Delmar.

Most of the Q & A in this booklet is common knowledge for a seasoned tech. Iâ€™d say about 50 â€“

60 out of 250 questions have any real merit. There are so many stupid questions that will Not be on

the ASE test. Furthermoreâ€¦ several of the test questions in this booklet have very little to do with

an automotive A/C system and are continually repeated over and over again.. Itâ€™s all filler with a



few technical words that make this test preparation book look better than It really is.Hereâ€™s an

example: You hear a knocking sound coming from the engine compartment every time the

compressor engages. Tech A says it could be loose compressor mounting bracket. Tech B says it

could be the serpentine belt. Who is correct?A. Tech AB. Tech BC. Both A and BD. NeitherAll of the

following AC components can be flushed during an A/C service EXCEPT:A. MufflerB. A/C liquid

lineC. A/C suction hoseD. Evaporator CoreIf youâ€™re looking for the more technical side of how

the A/C system works I would first try the internet. IMO , this book may be worth the buy if you know

almost absolutely nothing about automobiles or how the A/C system works. . Could be good for a

Jiffy Lube tech , but then if you find yourself in that position I would get the ASE G1 first.

I used this guide to pass my exam, 44 out of 50. I took all six practice tests in the back of the book

and reviewed each one of my answers whether I got them right or wrong. This delmar series gives

you the explanations to why the answer is right and why the other three answers are wrong. I feel

this guide will get you pass the real test no problem as long as you read and do the six practice

tests in the back....however the A6 guide in the series was a huge let down, but you can read my

review there.

I memorized the whole book, i also have field experience, and i passed the test but take notice that

u will need some other information that is not in the book, anyway memorize the book which takes

like to weeks or less and u will pass the ase test with a 40 out of 50 more or less
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